
WOMEN IN SCIENCE AND HISTORY

Rocket Girl: the Story of Mary
Sherman Morgan, America's
First Female Rocket Scientist
by George D. Morgan
Combining personal history with dramatic
historical events, this extraordinary true
story of America's first female rocket
scientist shows how her talent for

chemistry proved essential for America's early space
program.

The Glass Universe
by Dava Sobel
Shares the story of the scientific
contributions of a group of women
working at the Harvard College
Observatory from the late 1800s through
the mid-twentieth century, tracing their
collection of star observations captured
nightly on glass photographic plates.

Almost Astronauts: 13 Women
who Dared to Dream
by Tanya Lee Stone
Provides the story of the thirteen women
connected with NASA's Mercury 13
space mission, who braved prejudice and
jealousy to make their mark and open the

door for the female pilots and space commanders that
would soon follow.

Rise of the Rocket Girls
by Nathalia Holt
Traces the pivotal achievements of the elite
female science recruits at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, where in the mid-twentieth century
they transformed rocket design and enabled
the creation of the first American satellites.
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The Girls of Atomic City: the
Untold Story of the Women
who helped win World War II
by Denise Kiernan
Traces the unknown contributions of tens
of thousands of women residents of the
Manhattan Project's then-secret city of
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, whose uranium-

enriching jobs in support of the Project were shrouded in
secrecy and whose legacy is still being felt today.

Fly Girls: How Five Daring
Women Defied all Odds and
made Aviation History
by Keith O'Brien
From NPR correspondent Keith O' Brien
comes this thrilling Young Readers'
edition of the untold story about
pioneering women, including Amelia

Earhart, who fought to compete against men in the high-
stakes national air races of the 1920s and 1930s--and
won.

Code Girls: the Untold Story of
the American Women Code
Breakers of World War II
by Liza Mundy
Documents the contributions of more
than ten thousand American women who
served as codebreakers during World
War II, detailing how their efforts

shortened the war, saved countless lives, and enabled
their subsequent careers.

Broad Band: the Untold Story
of the Women who made the
Internet
by Claire Lisa Evans
The YACHT lead singer and VICE
reporter celebrates the lesser-known
contributions of women to the history of
technology, sharing brief profiles of such
boundary-breaking innovators as Ada

Lovelace, Grace Hopper, Elizabeth "Jake" Feinler and
Stacy Horn.

Lab Girl
by Hope Jahren
A memoir by an award-winning
paleobiologist traces her childhood in her
father's laboratory, her longtime
relationship with a colleague, and the
remarkable discoveries they've made
both in the lab and during extensive field
research assignments.
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